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Met,suring is an idee, which is es old, ~s the humeni ty s~me. · 

I.et us ht!Ve a look b.eck to the histocy and we will be convinced, 
th~t the human desire for knowledges hes been alwc.ys accompenied 

by rueit•.1surings. By progress of science and technic 1 t w~s developed 
en entirely special section of science, named me9troloe3, ·which is 

del'lline with mc~surings, menner of measuring, measuring a~'lvices 

ond its application. With this branche aro connected the process
ing of measured values, aetermin~tion of the most correct v~lues 
o.na the judgement of their preciseness, which is the object of 
the section - known as theocy of errors. 

, 
Ch."lr1'Ct('!rietics of' m~~aurings s errors. 

If we went to examine the quanti ta ti ve effects, to find 
connections among the constents, which are characterised by them, 
we heve two basic operations before ua: meesuring ena m.athemntic . , 
operation of the moosuring s results. For determination of the 
size of searched const~nt, we must ca~ry out several repeated 
measuring and at e~ch such a measuring the most attentive observer 
with the most pe1•fcct device is mt\king erroro. This lmowledge is 

a logical consequence of reality, that the human senses are not 
perfect, the measuring devices are not exact end the conditions, 

under which tho measuring is carried out, are on repeated measurings 
not equnl exect. Errors, which eriscs at measurines, can be divided 

~s follows: 

a/ mistakes 
· b/ coarse e ITora 
e/ systematic errors 

d/ accident~l errors. 
@/ Miatokes arises by inctrntiousness of' the peroon, who is ci:1rrying 
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b/ Coerso errors - ore ~rrors of' which aimcnsi.on overlapes the 

so-called "limit of precision" of' npplied method included the 

the measuring devices, aids, experiences of the experirnentatory 
with the ~pplied method and so on. Besiaes this, coarse errors 
depend also on ~averse outside conditions. Just to this errors 
we could i.nclude determinate psychotronic influences of' the 
experimcntatory to the exact measuring equipment. We cnn here 

include spontaneous psychokinotico, which is manifesting by 

forced interaction of the experimentatory to the measuring device 
/e-veluating device/. Herc could be included also any speciol 
psychotronic cases, which occurs seldom, e.g. in the office of' 
advocate Adam in Rosenheim, there was demonstrated, that also 
the exact measuring device is not olwsys obliged to be reliable, 
when in the nearness is situated an interfering psychokinetic 
source. It could be happen, thot eny of his collaborators, who ,, 
w~s s·:'lnsi tive and could imogine himself in advance, how the 
experiment run over ana would diligently wish, that it must be 
so, he would entirely deform the real results ~J the so-called 

"Rosenheim ef'fect 11 ond would replace them by :false reaul ta. 
These .!'..ire isolntca cns1c:o /for instrmce, in the network, there 

was no energy of'f-take end yet the dial finger of ammeter 
indicated 50 A/ but we cannot them eliminate. Here could be 

... -

included some scientific errors, if investigator reached certain ....,.. 
results by a~tcnti ve carrying out of' measuring, but nobody else 

was succeeded to reach simil2:1r results and at that time llrise 
doubts about seriousness. That could be quite iru1ocently, if' 

the wish became father of thought. Psychokinesis is being the 

capobili ty of the organism to make use of the own energetic 

sources, casually of external meaium for executing of' work 

/ e.g. change of situ3tion of object in the spac')/. Poychokincois 
may have spontaneous character, which is botmd to a long-lasting 

stress condition of childish or pubertal c,ge. Soviet scientists 
are holding the hypothesis about biological plasma, which have 
character of cold plasma. Psychokinesis would be have arioe by 

nctine of' two cold plasmas; one of or€anic origin, the other of 

inorganic origin. Shnpe, colour, strukture and intensity of 
radiating plasma by living organism is depending of' hygienical 
a/Wijf~~~91 ~§ffi~9iQOW§/Qlcfi1~r~~~§rP'11A7iOPQ§~fleAQR01of 
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mul tifola greater intensity. Thorl!li'ore is bonding down to men, 

that at the exact rnctrological measuring, the person, who iD 

carrying out the measuring on the metrologic ocales must be calm, ,--

- tn this cose the measuring comes good out, but ii' he /or sht1/ 

io ixci ted or has :fevern then nrise very com:1iderablc dovlationo 

from parallel position. 'I'hat lever bnlence, which belongs a.:nong 

the most simple, but the moot exacte physj.cal devices, is ::1ble 

to rcgmster determinated mental conditions o:f' the person, who 

ia carrying out the measuring. The experimentatory himself' is ,--

influencing the exactness o:f measuring by his emotional snd 

hygienical conditions • Therefore we endeavour to ellrr.inate 

the human factor from the measuring proccuo by autonw.tizotion 
nnd digitalization in order to remove ot least partially the 

unwished influence, induced by o ·person, who is carrying out 

the measuring. I)oychotronica acknowleages, that rnass,-energy

-consciousness ere mutually connected ana a study o:f' this 

mutual relations contributes on a new understanding of' energetic 

capability of human being, of processes of life and masses 
gonerolly. Scctiorwl measuring :md registration indicate us, that 

this form of energetics will be consist of k.novm energetical 

forms generated by human organism. 

c/ Syste:rDD tic error - arises as consequence of constnnt renson. 

d/ Accidental errors - they create a special category of errors, 

because we cannot them oimply e leminate, as the preceding sorts 

of errors. We can say about them, that they do not direct them

selves else, as only by accident, which is beginning to meni.fest 

certain legality at that time only, if' we carry out a sui':ficient 

number of measurings. /It would be e9 ideal to do it infiLity/. 

As the question is about the che1 1acteristic of' accidental errors, 

on the basis o:f' experience it has been find out, that a surficient 
great collection of that errors fulfils quite exact the 

following quality: 
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1/ Positive and negnti ve errors of the sr.;1me great:nt;ss 

occur equally frequently. 

2/ Smaller errors are more frequently than greater .. 

3/ Errors near zero are most frequently. 

4/ Errors in practice do not exceed certain limit. 
, 

Fsychotronics can aid to metrologic by reioing of measurings a 
exactness and by creating of conditions lest manifest this 

psychotronic effects at the exact measuring. 

One /a person/ is being an immense fine, complicated mechanism, 

the~no~Jt mirncul.ous, the most sensitive engine, which hns 

ability to think and cre~te new values. And in his inside, the 

exact];/ working devices - organn, is still a gignntic, 

uninvestigated sphere, from which hove for the present a 
presentiment - only scientists. 
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